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Recording as harvest metaphor:
The moment of recording is the moment of harvest, with the ultimate goal of sharing 
the nourishment of the present moment with others. To do this well, you must first 
prepare the ground and cultivate the crops—build right relationships and plan (pre-
production). And later you will need to share by cooking and serving your harvest 
(post-production). We should strive for an honorable harvest.

WHEN YOU WISH TO RECORD

1. CONNECT: to your subject, ensure you are in right relationship
2. COMPOSE: frame your shot
3. EXPOSE: set your shutter to 1
4. FOCUS: set your focus
5. RECORD

CONNECTING IN RIGHT RELATIONSHIP
The quality of your product will be equal to 

the quality of the relationships that make it possible
- Producer Vanessa Ragone

Relationships with:
- environment, land, waters
- the living beings you share space/energy with
- people (production, crew, public)
- topic
- equipment

IMAGE COMPOSITION conventions* for both stills and video *made to be broken

- Follow the Rule of Thirds

- the horizon should usually fall along either the upper or lower third.

- Frame your subject (see examples in an interview context).

- if people, keep them eye-level with camera (to remain neutral).

- looking up at someone can make them look big (regal or scary).

- looking down at someone can make them look small (cute or pathetic).

- solid backgrounds without distracting details will make your foreground 

subject stand out.

- either crop a bit of the head, or leave only a small bit of air above head.

http://www.photographymad.com/pages/view/rule-of-thirds
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_GoWnXvACvkTTlSSkI2RjcybU0
http://12starsmedia.com/blog/best-camera-angles-video-interview


- air in the direction subject faces/looks, or in front of moving subjects.

- Find frames within your framing.

- Find lines that lead the eye to your subject.

- Use a short depth of field (amount of image in focus) to separate foreground 

from background.

-  Take the time to set up your shot.

-  remove logos, water bottles, other distracting objects.

-  turn on or off lights, open window shades, move subject to be better lit.

-  you may wish to involve your subjects, so they become co-creators.

-  remember, representation has its own truth, and sculpting a scene can 

help this truth to shine without distractions.

- Throughout a project, seek patterns and sets of images that build cohesion.

- Learn from masters, such as Kurosawa (film) or Cartier-Bresson (photo).

EXPOSURE

- First, set your shutter speed: if you wish to achieve natural-looking movement, 

set shutter speed to twice your frame rate. With video, 24fps (frames per second) 

gives the most cinematic look, while 30fps gives a TV look.  So, if you shoot at 

24fps (which I recommend), set your shutter to 1/48 or 1/50.  If you are shooting 

at 30fps, set your shutter to 1/60.

Second, set ISO and Aperture.  Set your ISO to the lowest number to achieve the highest
quality image.  Set your Aperture to the number that achieves the depth of field you seek.
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http://erickimphotography.com/blog/2011/08/22/10-things-henri-cartier-bresson-can-teach-you-about-street-photography/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doaQC-S8de8&index=3&list=PLQG0PxYhQgiRJHWxfuAvX9ILO19mSzlkr
https://vimeo.com/27556482
http://iphonephotographyschool.com/leading-lines/
http://photographyblogger.net/framing/


-

LIGHTING

-  Diffuse light from multiple sources is best.

-  Avoid backlight, unless you want a dark silhouette.

-  For stills, avoid flashes whenever possible, use tripods instead in low light.

GENERAL VIDEO ADVICE

Clean your lens!  Drop solution onto cloth, not on lens.  Clean with damp cloth 

in circular motion, center to edges until liquid evaporates almost completely. 

Then take a dry part of the cloth and repeat center-to-edges cleaning.

Hold your shots! for a long, loooooong time, at least 10-15 seconds after you 

have stopped adjusting the composition, camera settings, etc.

Take your time!  Steady! Calm! Appreciate the beauty! Take several shots of the 

same scene, from several different angles and distances. If you wish to make a 

video scene to be edited together, get numerous shots: wide, medium, close-up, 

and details; or create a Two-shot or Shot and Reverse Shot sequence.

Keep it simple!  Still shots with moving elements/people are often the best. If 

you move the camera, slow pans and tilts are generally best, and in only one 

horizontal or vertical direction, once per shot. Avoid zooms, unless you have a 

compelling reason. Never enable digital zooms.

Attend to sound! Be fearless and respectful in asking people to be quiet, or to 

unplug the refrigerator, or to adjust rustling clothing. 

Edit your own work!  Edit immediately whenever possible. Refine your images 

in post-production. Make goals to improve. Share your harvest!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UE3jz_O_EM
http://www.mediacollege.com/video/shots/
http://www.elementsofcinema.com/cinematography/framing-shot-sizes/

